
AS 24999
Electric Facial Chair

*   Power supply:  AC 110V , 50-60HZ

*    No-load Output: 50 W

*    Full-load Output: 200 W

*    Capacity: 160 kg
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AS 24999 Manual

1. This chair is 120V. 50-60Hz, has four memory function

    Plug the cable first, and turn on the Green Switch.

—on ; o off

    When plugged. the chair will be setting  to 

    the initial position,  as at the lowest position and 

    the backrest flat and legrest down.

    The Red circle switch is Motor Power Switch.

              —on ; o off

    When operating the treatment, can turn off the red motors switch

     to stop any motion of the bed by the frenquency of the machine.

    connect the hand switch with white socket beside the seat and

    connect the foot switch with black socket beside the seat.

2. This chair is controlled by the hand or foot switch. hand switch foot switch

    Setting memory position is only by hand switch.

3.  Armrests can rotate 180 degree forth and back.

  Armrests are easy to install and detach          



4. This chair has three headrests: standard, thick, and donut. All the headrest are extendable.

5. The top one black screw is for fix the headrest 

   The beside two screws are for fix the bars

  detach the armrest and insert the bar

6. with paper roller on the backrest

7. The  three  cushions are detachable 

8. This chair has wheels for move and 

     used by hand control button 

wheel down to move wheel up to fix

paper roller 
 



INTRODUCTION OF AS 24999 Hand Switch
1 After the control box plugged, first of all, the chair will go back to 

the initial state and fixed, wheels up.

2 All the movement need to press the  button over one

second to start both of the hand and foot switch.  

3 If the chair is not fixed, wheels down , when any button 

pressed, the chair will operate  fixed first and then doing 

the action that pressed.

If release the button before the chair fixed completely,

the chair will still complete the fixed but not doing the action that pressed.

4 Setting the memory function need to wait beep twice.
If the memory setting not successful, it will not make beep twice.

5 When the chair going the the memory position, it will make beep

sound continuously until going to the position. After getting the the

position, the beep will eliminate.

6 Press any button to interrupt the chair going to the memory position
 except and two buttons.

7 adjust the back angle 

8 adjust the leg angle 

Control Panel

9 adjust the height 

10 adjust the seat angle

11 one touch button shift the wheels up for fix

one touch button shift the wheels down for move

12   There are 4 position memory function.

  Setting memory position:

    First of all, adjust the posotion you need, then keep pressing 

    and then press the number to have beep twice for setting  

    memory  successfully. If the setting is not sucessful, it will   

     not make beep twice.  pressed previously than number

    And so on to setting the other 3 posotions.

  Operate the memory position:

Press and   to the memory 1 position, and so on.

pressed previously than number, release together after moving.

Press any button to interrupt the action to the memory position

except buttons.



  Operate the memory position by foot switch:

The left four buttons operate the single moving seperately.

The right four number buttons operate the memory motion.

Press number  button over one second to start the memory position.

When the action start, release the button. If press over two seconds, 

the moving will stop. This is the protection to avoid moving by

something touch the buttons unexpectedly.

Trouble shooting

* Chair can't move

1. Check the green power switch and red circle motor switch both on and all the wires are connected well.

2. Open the cover to check the power supply

2-1 open the base rear cover

1) Take apart the upper four clips. 

  There are some U shape handles of the clips in a plastic bag stuck around the hand controller connector. 

  Insert the U shape handles to take apart the clips.

hand controller connector 
 

plastic bag 
 

 
 



2) Take apart the below four clips ( as the orange square)

after take apart the clips

3) Loose the six screws ( as the red circles ) of the base rear cover 

4) Take apart the base rear cover



2-2 check the power

1)check the green light on the control box, if there is no green light on, change the 5V charger

2) check the green light on the 24V transformer, if there is no green light on, change the 24V transformer.

3) Both the green light  of the control box and 24V are on, and no work at all. Change the white control box.

* engineer's suggestion

1.  Motor reed switch is abnormal

l   Motor can’t back to Initial setting and doing memory function

l   every single motor can work when press the buttons

2. Motor error

l   Can’t control motor, back to Initial setting and memory function

l   Can check relay have movement or not after you press the button

l   If relay is normal, then can sure motor is broken.

3.If all motors have no movement after plugged

l   Please check 24V power is normally supply.

l   If 24Vpower supply is normal, can us LED light to determine 5V power supply is normal

l   If power supply is normal, please check MOSFET is normal or not

l   If all of above is normal, it might be CPU have issue

control  box 
 

5V charger 

24V transformer 
 


